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Effective policies and proce-
dures require clear language 
and attention to details. Use 

these five suggestions to pave the 
way:

1. Get rid of archaic language, 
especially shall and will. If some-
thing is mandatory, say must. If 
something is optional, use may.

2. Don’t number the pages of 
your policy manual. Instead, num-
ber the policies, start each one on 
a new page, and develop a table of 
contents listing the policies in or-
der. This way you can add, modify, 
or delete a policy without having to 
reprint the whole document. Up-
date the table of contents as you 
make changes.

3. Don’t be a Jacob Two-Two. As 
the central character in the chil-
dren’s book Jacob Two-Two Meets 
the Hooded Fang, Jacob earns his 
nickname because he says every-
thing twice. Keep your policy word-
ing simple, and avoid redundant 
expressions used so often in legal 
writing. Eliminate the unnecessary 
repetition in expressions such as 
these: first and foremost, any and 
all, due and payable, authorize and 
empower, basic fundamentals.

4. Position modifiers properly  
within the sentence. A modifier de-
scribes or gives further information 
about someone or something. Con-

sider how you change the meaning 
when you substitute the modifier 
“only” for each asterisk in this sen-
tence: * The board * recruits * the * 
executive director.
•  “Only the board recruits the ex-

ecutive director” means there’s 
no input to the hiring decision 
from the staff or anyone else ex-
cept the board.

•  “The board only recruits the 
executive director” means that 
once the board has hired the ex-
ecutive director, it has no further 
involvement with that person. It 
does not supervise, evaluate, or 
terminate the executive.

•  “The board recruits only the ex-
ecutive director” means that the 
board isn’t involved in recruiting 
people to any other positions in 
the organization.

•  “The board recruits the only ex-
ecutive director” means that the 
organization doesn’t have more 
than one executive director.
Some modifiers are longer than 

one word. President Bush mis-
placed a six-word modifier when 
he said: “I remember meeting a 
mother of a child who was abducted 
by the North Koreans right here in 
the Oval Office.” Achieve clarity by 
placing each modifier next to the 
thing being modified.

5. Use active rather than passive 
voice. In passive voice, someone or 
something passively receives an ac-
tion. Active voice is clearer because 
it identifies who is doing what. In-
stead of saying, “Volunteers receive 
a certificate of appreciation after 

100 hours of service,” say, “The 
executive director gives volunteers 
a certificate of appreciation after 
they have achieved 100 hours of 
service.”

Writing effective policies and pro-
cedures requires a willingness to 
be imperfect, at least at the outset. 
Nobody writes a perfect policy with 
the first draft. Effective writing re-
quires rewriting.

Take a lesson from babies strug-
gling to stand up. Babies fall down 
as many as 300 times before they 
learn to stand. What would hap-
pen if those babies gave up after 50, 
100, or even 200 attempts? Perse-
vere just as you did when you were 
learning to stand. Edit, revise, and 
rewrite your policies and proce-
dures until they stand alone with 
absolute clarity. 
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Avoid redundant 
expressions used so 
often in legal writing.

Effective writing 
requires rewriting.

Writing effective policies 
and procedures requires 

a willingness to be 
imperfect.

Take a lesson from babies 
struggling to stand up.

Top Tips for Writing 
Your Policies

It’s vital for everyone in your organization to 
understand your policies. So do away with legalese, 

and make your policies crystal clear. Here’s how.
By John Carstairs


